
 
 

 
 

Creative Wordshops   April/May 2012 
Writing Newsletter 

 

Re-story and re-imagine your Life and Work 
 
 

 

 
 

Stop Press : Calling  Durban, Cape Town Johannesburg  

Announcing the 2012 Life Story Course leading to a shared Publication  

late March-Aug 2012  - See below 
 
 

First, look at the interconnections of the world.  See the whole picture. Loyalty is part of that 

picture.  Put it in. (Thoreau) 

 

 

Dear writers, story-tellers, readers and writers who have forgotten they are writers 
 

Climbing Chimundi Hill, 1001 Steps with a Storyteller and a reluctant Pilgrim by Ariel Glucklich, 

a Prof of Hindu Studies and a Sanskrit specialist is set in southern India. The story  involves an 
elderly Indian guide who accompanies a young man climbing up towards a twelfth century 
temple that houses the golden statue of the Hindu goddess, Chimundi. As they walk the 

guide regales the young man with story after story. They discuss each story as they ascend. 
While the stories appears to be self-contained they each form a hologram. Stories within 

stories within stories. As they climb the stories become more nuanced and paradoxical.  
 

In one story a guru is about to sacrifice a goat. His disciples capture the animal to decorate 

it with garlands. The goat laughs and then cries. He explains:  
 

"As your students were bathing me and getting me ready for the sacrifice, I suddenly 

remembered my past lives. I remembered that long ago I had been, just like you, a 

Brahmin who knew all the Vedas and all its secret rituals. I remembered that one day 

I performed a sacrifice for my ancestors in which I beheaded a goat. For that one crime I 

was condemned, through karma,to live five hundred lives as a goat, each ending 

with a beheading. I have now lived all but this one life, and today I shall end the 

punishment and return to life as a man' 

"I am very happy for you, dear goat," said the Brahmin. "But then, why did you cry?" The 



goat paused before answering. "I was thinking of you" 
 

The guru freed the goat but as it stretched out its neck to graze,  a thunderbolt dislodged 

a boulder overhead and the falling rock decapitated it.  
 

The old man explains how karma works as a whole fabric rather than a single thread. 

“Everything is tied to everything in endless interweaving strings of  action, reaction, death, 

rebirth the re-death.” 
 

This reminds me of a story: The Empress approaches the Sage, “You speak of inter-
connectedness. What is this thing?”  The Sage leads her into a hall  entirely covered with 

mirrors  - ceiling, doors, walls, floor. He hangs a crystal ball from the ceiling and lights a 
candle near it. The light reflects in the crystal, reflects in the mirrors, travels to infinity. A 
thousand Sages and Empresses fly out in all directions, diminishing and returning, increasing 

in size. The Sage turns to his companion, “That, Empress, is just a hint of inter connectedness.” 
 

Naomi Shihab Nye in her poem Kindness, writes: 
  

Before you know kindness as the deepest thing inside,  

you must know sorrow as the other deepest thing.   
You must wake up with sorrow. 
You must speak to it till your voice 

catches the thread of all sorrows 
and you see the size of the cloth. 

  

Perhaps our words, writing and stories are connected in the same way. Part of a mystery, a 

pattern that we do not see. Connected to readers and their stories as they lay down their 

experiences next to our texts and a conversation begins. And we have no idea what that 

conversation inspires or where it goes. No wonder in African mythology Spider is keeper of 

the sky god’s stories.  
 

Dorian’s Storyshops/ Writeshops/Conversations 

If you want any of these workshops in your area speak speak. 
 
 

 

 

Durban, Cape Town, Johannesburg 

Once Upon A Journey: A Life Story Course leading to a shared Publication (LSP) 
March-Aug 2012 
 

 

 

 

It's the process of writing and life that matters... We are trying to become sane along with 

our poems and stories. (Natalie Goldberg) 
  
 

 

14 in the group so far - room for a few more (Cape Town 9; Durban 3;Johannesburg 2) 
 

This structured Life Story/Memoir course offers you a sense of progression and leads to a 
shared publication. You story lives and breathes alongside the others.  

Here is the cover of the 2011 Life Story publication Words on a Mirror, Remembering our 
Stories  featuring life stories from 19 participants,  launched in Cape Town Johannesburg  

and Durban toward the end of 2011 .  Annie Haarhoff,  
proof reader, writes, “I have been deeply moved by  
these stories which, in their elegant and powerful prose, 

express the pain, losses sorrows and longing, as well as 
the love and hope that bind us like gossamer thread.” 

Cover design and  lay out - Dominic Haarhoff.   



Feedback from six 2011 participants: 
 

When we arrived, we shared a common commitment – to write. When we left, we shared so 
much more. Having discovered a home space that offered enrichment and blessings, 

a magic maestro to keep us inspired and safe, and kindred writers for support, laughter 
and encouragement. We looked deep inside, opened our hearts, connected to our grief, 

dropped our masks, celebrated the child in us then looked in the mirror to see...ourselves. 
 
 

  Elements covered in the wordshops:   
 

• voice and presence 

• connecting to experience 
• opening to imagination and creativity 
• engaging the discipline  

• developing a facility with words  
• crafting, shaping, structuring and editing 

 

 

There is no admission requirement. We can all learn to write and have a story to tell. We are 

by nature creative. We dream in images. It’s about finding your own voice. 
 

See dates for different cities below. Detailed flyer from me dh53@mweb.co.za 
[ 
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Gauteng 
 

  

 

 

 

1. Johannesburg LSP (Life Story Publication) 
 

 

Sat 24- Sun 25 March - 1st weekend wordshop  
Sat 21 -Sun 22 April –  2nd weekend wordshop 
   

2. Johannesburg 

Storytelling in Organisations:  Leading Change through the Art of Narrative 
Mon 26 March  08.30 -16.30 
 

I’m facilitating a Quality Life workshop. Call Lizzy Mafalo (011) 880-9749 /register online 
qualitylife.co.za 

  

"There can be few talents more important to managerial success than knowing how to tell a 

good story." Michael Hattersley, Harvard Management  
 

Is your organisation living its story? Is your company merging with an organisation that arrives 
with its own work story? Stories have the power to influence organisations as much as they 
do individuals. 
 

Stories break open stuck assumptions. They challenge paradigms that no longer serve. 
 

Storytelling at Work will: 

• give you an understanding of how stories work  
• explain the power of good storytelling in the workplace  
• give you insights into how myths and archetypes operate at work  

• show you how stories influence the workplace and impact on a company’s health  
• help you develop the ability to tell a good story 

 

3. Pretoria 
Fri 20 April  Clearview Clinic    

Climbing Out of the Dark Hole: Stories, Spirituality and Substance Abuse 
 



The stories people tell have a way of taking care of them. If stories come to you care for 

them. And learn to give them away where they are needed. Sometimes a person needs a 

story more than food to stay alive. (Barry Lopez) 
 

This interactive presentation opens us to the world of stories. it covers both life and fiction 

stories and shows how these ways of telling are related.  We work experientially through 
action learning within the context of narrative therapy.  
 
 

If you don't break your ropes while you're alive, do you think ghosts will do it after?  
 
 

 

The workshop covers many aspects of story: 
 

• an understanding of how stories touch and influence us  
• insight into how stories balance the left and right brain 

• how to become a good listener.  listening stimulates thinking 
• a way to process our lives, resolve issues and increase our confidence  
• insights into personal relationships  

• practical tips of how to tell stories and which stories to tell 
 

 

contact: Sulene Pretorius  Clearview Clinic   012 819 1422 / 087 941 1312 
clearviewclinic.cpd@gmail.com   www.clearviewclinicsa.co.za 

 
 

KZN 
 

 

 

4. Kloof Durban  

An evening of Bosman stories  R65 pp… under 16 free 
Fri 30 March  18h00 for 18h30. Pay up, settle down stories start at 19h00 
                         

Hi there, Bosman fans !              

 

Our fun-filled evening of stories about Oom Schalk Lourens is set to go.  Our storyteller 
extraordinaire, Dorian Haarhoff, will regale us with tales of the Oom’s antics with leopards, 

stargazing, peach brandy, love potions, etc.  
 

Kit: Bring your fold-up chairs, tables, blankets, picnic baskets, cooler bags and 

drinks.  Weather permitting, we will camp out on the lawn, around a roaring fire. If the skies 
are a bit ‘dicky’, the quad and dining area can provide adequate protection.   
 

Venue: Ben and Pam Pretorius have offered their magnificent  Home of Ufudu - 43 Kloof Falls 

Road. 
 

RSVP: Please sms Roma 082-4530917 
    

5. Durban LSP( Life Story Publication) 
Sat 31 March – Sun 1 April - 1st weekend wordshop  
Sat 5 - Sun 6 May -  2nd weekend wordshop    



Western Cape 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
   
 

 

6. Stellenbosch 
The Magic Carpeters Writing group  

Last Wed eve of every month (Jan to June) an established writing group meets.  
 

7. Southern Suburbs 

An evening of Bosman stories  contribution of R50 pp will be appreciated 

Friday 13 April 7pm   

Find Herman Charles Bosman with Prof Dorian Haarhoff around a fire 
and potjiekos a good South African feast. Wine will be served. 
. None to Accompany Me (1994). 

   

2 Esme Road Newlands. RSVP to susandph@mweb.co.za 

 

8. Cape Town   LSP( Life Story Publication 
 

Sat 14 - Sun 15 April – 1st  weekend wordshop  

Sat 12 - Sun 13 May for 2nd weekend wordshop 
 

Namibia 
 

9. Windhoek  
18 - 23 March   

A visit  under the sponsorship of Carl Schlettwein  Foundation, Basel to facilitate storyshops  
at the Centre for Communication and Deaf Studies.  
 

I have completed the manuscript for Mirror, Lens and Window, a Workbook on Journaling for 
Namibian Teachers in Training  based on workshops over the past four years sponsored by 
the Carl Schlettwein Foundation. Cover design and  lay out - Dominic Haarhoff.   
 

Any Windhoekers wanting an evening of stories and/or poetry? 
 

Ongoing activities (some repeat info here) 

  
 
  
  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

[Mentoring – one-on-one  

 

“You make me sound like myself” (various clients) Walk with me in words. You put on one  
shoe, I wear the other. Memoirs, mindful adventures, work in the word… genres tumbling out  

of folk on the one-on-one path. Such a richness of story here. 



5- 
 

 

Email four month Courses:  Writer’s/ Poet’s Voice Course – one-on–one tuition  
 

Some folks respond to structure, assignments… if so, ask and it shall be negotiated. Here is 
one possibility: Do you love reading and writing? This one-on-one apprenticeship aims to 
take you further up the writing mountain and offer you a deeper engagement with your 

craft. This course is structured in the nature of an ongoing conversation with a few chosen 
writers or poets, (ancestral or alive) with me and with yourself. I encourage you to keep a 

journal to record your observations and reflections.  
 
 

 

Speaking Engagements 
 

Be still when you have nothing to say but when genuine passion moves you, say what you've 

got to say, and say it hot. ( D. H. Lawrence)  What are your needs?  
 

 

 

Development Work 
 

This year I am working for PACSA and Diakonia facilitating  life story wordshops for stress and 

trauma debriefing counsellors. We will produce a publication.  
 

 

Bosman and Nasrudin under starlight  
 

In late Feb Bosman’s Oom Scalk arrived with stories in his boots at the Gauteng Pig Study 
group 2012 start-up function at Moyo in Pretoria. Leopards, stargazing, peach brandy, 

starlight, love potions.(Could not find any Oom Scalk observations about pigs.)  
 

This season I will be a story-ing …a summer evening, wine, cheese, breads and fire tales for 
the telling. In December I told stories at Natascha and Warren’s wedding at Modikwe in 
Bosmanland. This kind of evening is a bit like the old days - singing around the piano at 

home.  Stories and creative activities to get folk interacting and to prompt conversations. 
Themes…  Chinese, South African,  Mediterranean, Arabian nights. Spending quality time. 

Any rhyme or reason – birthdays, TV fatigue, the art of conversation.  
 

Corporate Work (www.haloandnose.com) 
 

"To read our Halo and Noose interview with 

Kathy Hansen, Ph.D of A Storied Career, which 
sets out our story philosophy and approach, go 

to: http://astoriedcareer.com  
  
 

Last year we facilitated  3 M  and Southern Sun 

Life Style Resort manager storyshops. This year 
we are offering the Provincial Treasury a series 
called ‘Growing the Person, Growing the 

Writing.’ (a  Confidence building and Business 
skills writing combo)  Our corporate work is 
catching on and on and on. 
 

It was extremely engaging allowing us to 

explore various ways of telling a story  …the 

course supplied adequately those skills needed 

to start telling a story and how to go about it… 

(3M manager) 
 

 

 

 
 
 



The Halo and the Noose, the Power of story-telling and story listening in Business Life R195 
 
 

Want to source a 100 plus stories? co-written with Graham Williams (Graysonian Press). We 
run corporate story workshops based on our book.  
 

Management Today, the monthly journal of executive learning, information and knowledge, 

has gone digital and international. We provide articles and business-relevant extracts from 
The Halo and the Noose and Story Matters @ Work. 
We can also offer the magazine free to Halo and Noose subscribers and members.  A single 

online edition costs US$ 5-60.  
This means that investment in a Halo and Noose membership is paid back in only 3 months 

(and this is before taking account of the free eBooks and other resources that members 
receive anyway).  It's a wonderful added value. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Friends at Work and Play 
 

 

 

 

 

Elma Pollard: Write for Earth email based writing course 
 

Learn the art of eco-journalism with energy and passion. Be published in the Green Times. 

Offer your voice to help craft a better future. http://thegreentimes.co.za/index.php?id=63 
 
 

Aneta Shaw:  Clinical Psychologist and TRE group Practitioner. 
 

SHAKE off your STRESS! TRE is a bodily technique that relieves chronic and acute stress, 

reduces muscular tension and assists in recovering from the effect of trauma on the body. 
Small group: Aneta 0826868118 or 021 8555415 More info: traumaprevention.com  
 

Hugh Hodge:   As-you-write-it 
Hugh, the Off-the-Wall Poetry MC and New Contrast Ed, runs a Saturday morning - 0930-1230 

- class in creative writing from his home and the homes of participants, The course, As-you-
write-it, is themed on the seven ages of (wo)man; over seven Saturdays. Cost R250 per 

Saturday or R1000 for all seven if paid up-front. Booking essential to Hugh 
(hahodge@gmail.com) - quorum 3, full house 8. 

Juliette Gyure : Coaching  “ If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies” 

Far Sight Change and Transition Coaching provides a framework, creative processes and 
support mechanisms for people negotiating significant changes and transitions. I have a 
passion for co-creating  innovative pathways to change, transition and transformation with 

my clients. For a free consultation contact me, Juliette Gyure, 0726353818. (Durban- based) 
 

 

 
 

 

Anne Haarhoff  OWL (Order, Words, Language) 
 

Need a top class sharp eyed editor and proof reader? Oh so most highly recommended 

044 873 0547  ah1948@gmail.com   078 2733963 
 
 

 

Julia Griss 
 

I am now working at Centre 89 in Somerset West. I offer consciousness coaching, deep tissue 

massage and reflexology. It’s a fabulous centre with a team of skilled therapists offering 
mainstream alternative therapies.     082 904 8224      julia@inneredge.co.za 
 



 

Jo Viljoen  
 

I've opened a Narrative Therapy Substance Abuse Recovery Clinic called Clearview Clinic. 
Near Pretoria   012 819 1422  
 

 

 

 
 

 

Dominic Haarhoff 

 

  
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Gecko Green Graphic Design (G3D), is a 

privately owned online graphic design 
studio specializing in photographic 
restoration, website design/development 

and dtp. For more info see: 
www.g3d.co.za. Call me on  079 548 8947, 

based in George.  
 

 

Marguerite  (Osler) van der Merwe  

 

The Art of Walking  - Path to Health & the Richness of Well-Being –coffee-table handbook for 

the Journey of The Walker . Conscious Living – Conscious Walking. The ordinary becomes the 
extraordinary. For Book and Workshops/Presentations  - contact author Marguerite  (Osler) 

028 271 4555, margsmerwe@telkomsa.net 

 

Writer-sites and News  - see site news www.dorianhaarhoff.com 
 

 

May your words follow the sun 
 

Dorian  

 
 


